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Linking centrosomes and actin
 
entrosomal changes during cell division are relayed to
the actin cytoskeleton by the centrosomal protein
CP190, report Sasidhar Chodagam, Jordan Raff
(Gurdon Institute, Cambridge, UK), and colleagues.
Although CP190 binds to microtubules and was the first
centrosomal protein identified in flies, researchers have not
detected a microtubule or centrosomal defect in fly CP190
mutants. The catch to those experiments, however, was that
maternal stores of CP190 were available to the mutant embryos
during early development.
The team therefore generated mutant embryos that lack
even the maternal supply. These embryos’ centrosomes seemed
normal, but the dividing nuclei failed to disperse evenly in the
embryo and instead remained crowded at the anterior end.
C
Myosin heavy chain (white) is lacking in CP190 mutants (right).
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Retrograde tRNAs
 
ature tRNAs move between the cytoplasm and the nucleus in 
 
S. cerevisiae
 
, report
Akira Takano, Toshiya Endo, and Tohru Yoshihisa (Nagoya University, Japan),
and Hussam Shaheen and Anita Hopper (Pennsylvania State University College
of Medicine, Hershey, PA) in two independent reports.
“The dogma was that tRNAs are transcribed in the nucleus and function in the cytoplasm,
and that is the whole story,” says Hopper. “But the whole tRNA model has become much more
complex, and almost anything one would have thought would be true has turned out to be wrong.”
Previous work showed that, when yeast were starved, tRNAs lacking introns were
more abundant in the nucleus. It was not clear though whether they were processed in the
nucleus and held there, or whether they underwent retrograde transport and returned to
the nucleus from the cytoplasm. With the recent demonstration that yeast tRNAs are spliced
in the cytoplasm, evidence pointed to the transport model.
To check this idea, the groups each took advantage of mutations that prevent nuclear fusion
after mating, generating cells that have two nuclei in a single cytoplasm. When such cells
expressed a tRNA gene from another species—either 
 
S. pombe
 
 or 
 
Dictyostelium
 
—in one nucleus
but not the other, the researchers saw that the spliced exogenous tRNA turned up in both nuclei.
It is not yet clear why processed tRNAs return to the nucleus, but Hopper thinks their
removal from the cytoplasm might limit translation when the amino acid supply is low.
Her group found that tRNA retrograde transport was RAN-dependent under starvation
conditions, whereas Takano et al. saw that retrograde transport was normally RAN-independent.
The difference could indicate a regulatory change that induces retrograde transport during
times of stress. The nuclear presence of tRNAs also brings up the old debates of whether
mature ribosomes can reenter the nucleus and whether translation occurs there as well. 
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tRNAs (green) move between two nuclei 
(blue) in a single cell.
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This nuclear spreading is known to depend on the contraction
of cortical actin, which occurs in pulses between rapid cycles of
mitosis in the embryo. Actin is contracted by myosin, but, in the
CP190 mutant, myosin was not at the cortex, where it is normally
localized during nuclear spreading.
Constitutively active myosin rescued the defect, but a
CP190 mutant that lacks the microtubule and centrosome binding
domain did not. Thus, CP190 must be able to bind to the cen-
trosome and microtubules to induce proper myosin localization
and activity in response to the nuclear division.
Why is CP190 activity essential in early embryo but not
anywhere else
 
?
 
 Raff speculates that, in large cells such as the
young fly embryo, CP190 might be necessary to carry a sig-
nal from the replicating centrosomes along microtubules to
cortical myosin and actin.
Perhaps in smaller cells,
such as those found in older
embryos, diffusion suffices
when CP190 is absent. 
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